Pushing Back Protection

HOW OFFSHORING AND EXTERNALIZATION IMPERIL THE RIGHT TO ASYLUM

CHAPTER 3:
THE PACIFIC SOLUTION: AUSTRALIA'S INSULAR APPROACH TO ASYLUM SEEKERS
“The White Australia policy, which officially ended in 1973, continued under another guise. The colonial habit continues in Australia, with the government using Nauru and Papua New Guinea for exiling undesirable people.”

— Behrooz Boochani, a Kurdish-Iranian asylee and award-winning journalist previously detained on Manus Island.174

During much of the 20th century, the White Australia Policy primarily narrowed migration to individuals of European descent, deliberately curbing the entry of Asian and Muslim migrants.172 This migratory policy even extended to Australian citizens of non-European heritage, who were subjected to forms of immigration restrictions that their white peers did not endure.176 Though Australia’s refugee policy was not racially restrictive on its face, the government’s favoring of resettled refugees over arriving asylum seekers became a new iteration of its historical control of migration. Unlike asylum seekers whose arrival is not controlled by their country of refuge, refugees are carefully selected, their arrivals planned, and their numbers capped by the receiving nation.177 Similar to the United States’ presumptive detention policy that began around this time,178 Australia adopted a formal mandatory detention policy in 1992 that applied to everyone who enters Australia without authorization, including asylum seekers. This policy was later aimed at deterring so-called “illegal maritime arrivals”—disproportionately punishing those who faced the most perilous journey to reach Australia’s shores.179

Australia’s offshoring policy stands out for its cruelty, which has resulted from its active campaign of vilifying mostly Asian, African, Middle Eastern and Muslim asylum seekers as a threat to its borders and national identity. From forcible turnbacks to the suspension of its own laws, Australia has conducted a two-decade project of stranding tens of thousands of asylum seekers in abhorrent offshore conditions. Its conversion of two former colonies—Nauru and an island in Papua New Guinea named Manus—into proxy detention centers has proven not only costly, but lethal. To date, asylum seekers remain stranded on these islands without recourse.
3.1. Australian Push-Backs and Territorial Excision

For decades, Christmas Island—a territory between Australia’s mainland and Indonesia, which Australia annexed in the 19th century—acted as the Australian border for arriving asylum seekers. Christmas Island became the center of a controversy that launched Australian offshoring when, in August 2001, a Norwegian container ship called the MV Tampa rescued 433 Muslim asylum seekers fleeing Afghanistan. The asylum seekers’ small boat, the KM Palapa, had been stranded in international waters on its way from Indonesia; the Norwegian ship pressured the Australian authorities to permit these asylum seekers, many of whom faced dire medical emergencies, onshore. Despite their likely eligibility for asylum in Australia, a standoff ensued as then Prime Minister John Howard refused to allow the asylum seekers onto land. The following week, Howard stated in an interview, “I believe that it is in Australia’s national interest that we draw a line on what is increasingly becoming an uncontrollable number of illegal arrivals in this country.”

Howard oversaw the passage of the 2001 Border Protection Bill, which authorized Australian authorities to board vessels, remove people, and make arrests. The bill retroactively justified actions taken during the MV Tampa incident, and created legal pathways to halt future boat arrivals, an issue which had not up to that point been a priority for the Australian public. These swift changes to asylum processing became law as a chorus of Australian leaders began describing asylum seekers arriving by boat as “queue jumpers,” “criminals,” or “terrorists.”

The Howard administration’s hostile response to asylum seekers arriving at sea escalated from here. A cascade of policies were deployed to halt the arrival of new asylum seekers by boat. First, the Australian government elected to suspend asylum protections on Christmas Island (even though it is part of Australia) so as to permit turn-backs of boats and asylum seekers. This excision effectively converted parts of Australian territory into offshore processing locations, where domestic and international obligations not to turn back asylum seekers no longer applied. Additionally, Australian authorities launched “Operation Relex,” wherein its naval forces turned back boats of asylum seekers in contravention of the Refugee Convention. Alarmingly, the Australian government often conducted these push-backs in international waters. A similar policy introduced in 2013, “Operation Sovereign Borders,” further codified the policy of push-backs as Australia’s maritime response to all migrants, including asylum seekers.

Australian authorities also spent tens of millions of dollars on a campaign to deter asylum seekers from reaching its shores.

How the U.S. and Australia Traded Offshoring Tactics

Australia did not build its maritime interdiction policy in former colonies in a vacuum. Though unique in its insular geography, Australia tested and explored the limits of these interdiction policies in bilateral and multilateral forums, where Australian authorities shared and received information with their U.S. counterparts about the architecture of offshoring and push-back policies they used in the Caribbean—further discussed in Chapter 4. As one former Australian official described it, those forums provided an opportunity for Australian policymakers to discuss the “margins” of the Refugee Convention.

This information-sharing and communication on interception tactics were well underway by the time the MV Tampa was on every headline. As they troubleshooted their response, Australian officials were in daily contact with a senior U.S. policymaker, who consulted with them about the U.S. response to Haitian asylum seekers intercepted at sea in the 1980s and 1990s. For more on these policies, see Chapter 5.
3.2. From Former Colonies to Asylum Jails

Neither its deterrence campaign against asylum seekers and migrants, nor the legal excision of its own territory, nor boat push-backs represented Australia’s most extreme response to those seeking refuge. Australia’s ultimate offshoring vehicle, dubbed the “Pacific Solution,” was to strong-arm two Pacific islands to jail asylum seekers indefinitely. Nauru and Manus, which Australia previously controlled as protectorates or colonies, became jails where asylum seekers intercepted at sea were detained indefinitely—approximately from 2001 to 2008, and then again from 2012 to the present day.

Nauru is a small island with a population of about 10,000. Australia took control of Nauru in 1914 during the First World War, and maintained control until Nauruans claimed their independence in 1968. During this time, Australia oversaw the mining of phosphate, a valuable commodity and important fertilizer to catalyze Australia’s agriculture industry. Following its independence, Nauru briefly became one of the wealthiest nations in the world per capita upon taking control of its own natural resources. However, by the 1990s, the phosphates deposits were nearly exhausted and Nauru found itself with mismanaged investments, an environmental disaster, and an economic crisis.

Papua New Guinea was also held under Australian control from the First World War until 1975. One of its small islands, Manus, has approximately 60,000 inhabitants, most of whom relied on subsistence farming and fishing. Papua New Guinea has its own tumultuous past, including the nine-year Bougainville civil war during which Bougainville island inhabitants started rebelling against the exploitation of the land by mining companies. Over 20,000 people died during this conflict, and it was only in 2001 that a peace agreement was reached in which a
ceasefire would be overseen by neighboring countries. Further, Manus Island faces extreme risk from climate change, and is highly vulnerable to rising water levels that have repeatedly flooded homes, destroyed animal habitats, and forced people to relocate.200

Both Nauru and Manus Islands were highly vulnerable as a result of economic, environmental, and political exploitation and they were not in a position to refuse an offer for development aid tethered to Australia’s demand that they jail asylum seekers.201 In return, Australia poured tens of millions of dollars into Nauru’s economy and funded major upgrades of Manus’ infrastructure, and fast-tracked Australian aid.202 Despite formal memoranda of understanding,203 the rushed character of these agreements was hard to miss. Nauru did not even join the Refugee Convention and the 1967 Protocol until 2011, while Papua New Guinea failed to provide any definition of asylum processing or incorporate the Convention and 1967 Protocol into its domestic law decades after ratification.204

During a brief change of leadership, the islands ceased to receive new asylum seekers from 2008 to 2012. However, calls in Australia for a return to offshore processing increased with a number of boat arrivals of asylum seekers labeled “illegal maritime arrivals.”205 In response, then-candidate for prime minister Kevin Rudd ran on a campaign of stopping the boats on security grounds, citing 9/11.206
When he won, Rudd made the historical announcement that none of the asylum seekers intercepted at sea, and placed on the islands by Australian authorities, would be settled in Australia. This policy specifically targets asylum seekers arriving by boat; as the Australian Department of Home Affairs bluntly notes, “No one who attempts illegal maritime travel to Australia will be settled here.” Rudd formalized an arrangement with Nauru and Manus, committing the small islands to “enhance[e]” their capacity as processing centers to receive asylum seekers transferred from Australian authorities, while arranging for the asylum seekers’ resettlement outside of Australia. Fueling this policy was a rhetorical focus on trafficking prevention, deterrence, and mitigating Australians’ distress at watching the deaths of boat travelers.

Australia’s preoccupation with curbing asylum seekers arriving by boat has proved costly. Australia has spent $7.6 billion for the transfer of 3,127 asylum seekers to Nauru or Manus since 2013.

This staggering figure does not include cash poured into resettlement deals with other countries or contractors retained to stretch the island’s modest infrastructure systems into full asylum processing centers. In practice, Australia’s money did little to improve the filthy and devastating conditions to which these asylum seekers were subjected. Additionally, Australia ignored alternative, and more cost-effective, ways to process and protect asylum seekers onshore.

Due to Australia’s own manufactured crisis, 30,000 asylum seekers were left in legal limbo in Australia, with only the prospect of receiving temporary protection visas following Rudd’s 2013 announcement.

3.3. Impact on Asylum Seekers

It is hard to understate the devastating, deadly impact on the mental and physical health of asylum seekers stranded in legal limbo in Australia’s offshore processing. Physically, these offshore detention centers are dirty, under-resourced, rife with cockroaches and rats, and are ill-prepared to provide sufficient medical care. Individuals on offshore processing islands report harrowing journeys that include child births in detention, indefinite jailing, suicides, and deaths. Longer term, this indefinite detention, with no trial date and no end in sight, causes both physical and emotional damage on adults and children, which has led to extensive self-harm and suicide on both islands.

Despite numerous deaths due to inadequate medical care, Australia refused to transfer offshored asylum seekers to its hospitals until 2019. Even then, it first restricted the transfer of ailing asylum seekers to Christmas Island, while Australia recognized a duty of care to asylum seekers offshore, urgent transfers require litigation before asylum seekers can access the medical treatment they need on the mainland.
The Refugee Council of Australia calls the conditions on Nauru a “man-made crisis.” In 2013, they reported that “children as young as 7 and 12 are experiencing repeated incidents of suicide attempts, dousing themselves in petrol, and becoming catatonic. At least two people have killed themselves, and three others have died. Many more are trying to kill or harm themselves. People are losing their hope and their lives on this island. This is Australia’s man-made refugee crisis in the country it still treats as a colony, Nauru."

In Manus, asylum seekers staged a protest when their detention center finally closed. Rather than facilitating their transfer to Australia, the Papua New Guinean authorities expected them to transfer to Nauru’s camp or integrate with the general population in the archipelago. Hundreds of people refused to leave the center, citing fear of what might happen to them in the local community, given that relationships between locals and the asylum seekers could be tense and violent at times. The asylum seekers were left with no food, water, or electricity, with authorities raiding and destroying their belongings and shelters, until their forcible transfer to new facilities on the island. Years of legal limbo, indefinite jailing, and hopelessness continued, causing some observers to compare these practices to those used on detained asylum seekers held at Guantánamo Bay.

An overwhelming number of asylum seekers subjected to offshore processing were Middle Eastern, Asian, or African. Today, amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, the Australian Home Affairs Department estimates that about 239 asylum seekers still remain in Nauru and Manus, while hundreds were transferred onshore to receive medical treatment. Despite the relatively small number left on the islands, Australia expects to spend approximately $3.4 million per asylum seeker in 2021-2022. Unfortunately, those high costs have not resulted in improved conditions, as the abuse and mistreatment of asylum seekers continues. Meanwhile, Australia continues to push back incoming asylum seekers intercepted in Australian and international waters.
Additionally, Christmas Island continues to act as a large domestic onshore site, as well. The Australian government built a sprawling prison for asylum seekers on the island to the tune of $185 million. This site first opened in 2018 and at least one asylum seeker has died there. Though it closed briefly in 2019, the prison recently reopened in 2020 at the cost of an additional $26 million, only to house a Sri Lankan couple and their two small children. The skyrocketing costs of these offshore sites, whether on Australia’s Christmas Island or in the Pacific, have done little to dissuade Australia from its punitive and carceral approach to asylum seekers arriving by sea.

Behrouz Boochani, a Kurdish-Iranian asylee and award-winning journalist previously detained on Manus Island, underscored the irony of Australia—a former penal colony for white Europeans—subjecting primarily Muslim, Asian, Middle Eastern, and Africans to the same fate. “Sometimes I feel that Manus and Nauru are like a mirror,” Boochani said. “Australia sees its real face on that mirror, and they hate it. Because we are boat people. They call us boat people. But you are boat people, too.”

Pitting Refugees Against Asylum Seekers

Unlike the United States and the European Union, Australia’s geographic isolation in the Pacific Ocean naturally limits migration. While Australia resettles a great number of refugees, it has taken a particularly harsh stance against asylum seekers reaching its shores. Australia has created a hierarchy between refugees and asylum seekers, favoring refugees because of Australia’s ability to control their numbers and arrival versus asylum seekers, whose arrival is driven by the urgency of their sudden flight. An important element of Australia’s refugee program is that it “allows Australia to choose who it will accept,” and it “favors young, healthy and skilled applicants,” resulting in few admissions from refugee camps in Africa and the Middle East and an overwhelming preference for Christian refugees.

In addition, Australia uses its refugee resettlement numbers as political capital to try to rebut reasonable critiques of its asylum policies.

Australia and the United States have also used refugee resettlement as a bargaining chip to send more than one thousand Nauru and Manus refugees to the U.S., while Australia accepted Central American refugees. The deal exemplifies the two nations’ attempt to control migration and deter future asylum seekers’ aspirations to seek protection in their country of destination.
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